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2021 Meetings:
Delmar VFW
7:30 P. M.

Jan 21# Mar 18#
May 21 Jul 18*
Sept 16 Nov 18@
# Cancelled due to pandemic
* Annual Sunday Picnic
@ Annual Banquet

There is much to talk about this
time, first of which is our annual
dinner at the VFW in Delmar on
December 18th. We will begin with
social hour at 6:PM. Anna
Woodard will once again grace us
with her beautiful music. The
menu will be prime rib or chicken.
Don and the toy shop guys will
have a display of the this year’s
toys
Many of the guys and gals have
donated things for an auction, so
this will be a great time to pickup
something from that member
whose work you admire. We are
looking forward to seeing each of
you there.

And of course,we are looking forward to the first Saturday in December for the toy distribution,
Don and the guys have over a
thousand toys to distribute this
year.
And there is very exciting news
about our collaboration with M4
Reactor, a makers space in Salisbury, we have long looked to sharing a membership base with them
to grow our guild.
You can expect to hear from DC
Mason; he has come up with some
good ideas on growing our community exposure and is looking for
members to help him institute
them.

The “Think Dumbass” sign is coming home. (see note inside)

Programs
Workshops: In planning stage.
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Update on M4 Reactor

Woodworker Times
September 2016

By Jack Dalton
Three years ago David Southern introduced me to the folks at M4 Reactor, a makers space
with instruction and tools for computers, 3D printers, robotics, laser cutters, CNC routers,
and a complete wood shop. Their members pay a monthly fee to use the facilities whether
for personal projects or some for a small business that doesn’t have capital to invest in high
dollar equipment. Kevin Justice, one our members, founded M4 Reactor. (For further details see m4reactor.org). Their board has been intrigued by MDWW and what we do for the
community. So, we have been discussing different ideas to gain from each other’s experience.
One of those ideas is to outfit an 8’ X 20’ enclosed trailer trailer as a complete woodworking shop with tools to support classes at area schools that don’t have ready access to such
equipment. M4 Reactor has asked for MDWW guidance in setting up this trailer and training for those who will be operating the facility. I expect this will be a fantastic endeavor for
both M4 Reactor, MDWW and most importantly our local schools.
Another joint venture is offering woodworking workshops for the public at the M4 Reactor
facility in Salisbury. As part of this effort I will be leading a hands-on workshop on making
trivets like those we made for the ladies two years ago. This workshop will be on Wednesday, December 8 at M4 Reactor’s MakerSpace located at 307 N. Salisbury Blvd in Salisbury,
MD and will start at 6 PM. Attendees will make three trivets from either walnut or cherry
and finish them with food grade finish and will receive instruction on using the table saw,
router and chop saw.
For further information and registration details see the M4 Reactor site, m4reactor.org, and in
particular https://events.m4reactor.org/events/trivet-making-class-woodshop-project/
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Update on Dumb Ass Award
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In the September issue of the newsletterJack Dalton wrote about the Dumb Ass award
he had just made and given to Karson Morrison. Sadly, the award is moving back to
Delaware. Jack writes “While jointing a narrow piece the push stick slipped off and the
piece dropped my finger into the helical blades and took off 1/2” of my index finger. Get
well soon, Jack!

Karson Morrision and Jack Dalton

Toy Shop Update
The Toy Shop will have 950-1,000 toys made this year plus another 140 toys left over
from the 2020 to give away this year. In addition there are 35 trucks to give away to our
doners and parts for 55 more trucks to be given away to kids in 2022. In fact Don is already planning for some other toys to give away in 2022; they include a pull toy caterpillar, a domino like game, and a cradle.
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Murphy’s Law in the Shop
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We close this month with 35 versions of Murphy’s Law that Karson Morrison has compiled. He writes that
Some of these were picked up from a Florida Woodworkers Association Handbook that I ran across (no date but it
has the Officers Photos for 1987.) Others were found on George Walker Designs web page. Can anyone add to the
list?
1. The first place to look for a lost tool is the last place you would expect to find it.
2. There is no woodworking task so simple that it cannot be done wrong.
3. It is a simple task to make a project complicated, but a complicated task to make a project simple.
4. Once a project is fouled up, anything done to improve it only makes it worse.
5. The person with the least experience has the most opinions.
6. Assumption is the mother of all screw-ups!
7. When looking for a reason as to why things go wrong, never rule out sheer STUPIDITY!
8. The location of all tools cannot be known simultaneously. COROLLARY: If a lost tool is found something
else will disappear.
9. It is impossible to make anything foolproof because fools are so ingenious.
10. If you take something apart and put it back together enough times, eventually you will have two of them.
11. Cleanliness in the workshop in next to impossible.
12. Only someone who understands something absolutely can explain it so no one else can understand it.
13. Off square parts will assemble for maximum ill effect.
14. Your workshop is never big enough.
15. The workshop of your dreams won’t be big enough.
16. Mobile bases aren’t mobile in seven inches of sawdust.
17. Plastic wood isn’t.
18. A Safety guard hasn’t been invented that can prevent stupid.
19. Sawdust coating the laundry basket usually precedes a storm.
20. Finding one of your good chisels in the kitchen junk drawer is another sign of an impending storm.
21. The ideal number of clamps is two more than you will ever own.
22. The ideal sized clamp is two inches longer than the one you are making do with.
23. It’s time to sweep the shop floor when: a. You start losing tools bigger than a router; b. The kids start
digging tunnels and building forts; c. You start bumping your head on the ceiling.
24. Amateur woodworkers don’t have clocks in their workshops; professionals don’t have enough time in
theirs.
25. Hammering a bent nail into a board will not make it go away.
26. A tool tray at the back of your workbench was the original inspiration for the discovery of “Black holes”
in the universe.
27. The original cost of a router is insignificant compared to what you will spend on router bits.
28. The amount of years spent woodworking is directly proportional to the amount of extra lights and outlets installed in the workshop.
29. Flying objects are never a good sign in the workshop.
30. Smoke is never a good sign in the workshop.
31. A popping sound when removing clamps is never a good sign in the workshop.
32. Re-attached fingers never work as well as original equipment.
33. Lumber always costs more than you planned.
34. You never have enough tools until you have at least three of everything.
35. “Natural material – no two are alike” means this wood is full of knots.

